Evidence for GeV Cosmic Rays from White Dwarfs
in the Local Cosmic Ray Spectra and in the Gammaray Emissivity of the Inner Galaxy
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Recent hard X-ray observations found that electrons are accelerated in magnetic white dwarfs
(WDs). Detection of GeV gamma rays from novae by Fermi-LAT infers that protons are
accelerated to hundreds of GeV there. These facts motivated us to search for the cosmic rays
(CRs) from historic outbursts of WDs accumulated in the local bubble around us. We propose
CR model spectra at the heliopause including the local CRs from historic WD outbursts. The
total CR spectra are assumed to consist of these and the Galactic components deduced from
Fermi-LAT -ray observations. The two components are fitted to reproduce the Voyager-1
spectra and the high-energy CR data on/near Earth when summed, species by species. We find
that a common local spectral shape and simple power-law Galactic spectral reproduce all
nuclear CR spectra at the heliopause. The hardening of the nuclear CRs is found to be caused
by the roll-down of the soft local WD CRs at around ~300 GeV. The WD CRs induce a hump in
-ray emissivity in the GeV range. Such a hump is found in the inner Galaxy indicating that the
fluxes of CRs from WD outbursts CRs ~2.5 times higher there than inside the local bubble.
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2.

Model spectra for Galactic proton and electron at the heliopause
Our knowledge on CR spectra comes from near-Earth observations except for those
measured by Voyager-1 at the heliopause. CR spectra are known to be distorted along the
propagation path from the Galactic space to the heliopause and from the heliopause to Earth. To
simplify the spectral model we reducing the parameters to minimum as described below:
 We start with the Galactic spectra for electrons and protons deduced from the diffuse -ray
emissivity in the local Galaxy (latitude 10<|b|<70 deg) given by Casandjian [6]. The shapes
(not normalized) are shown in fig 1 by the black solid and dashed lines.
 The proton spectra described above were not constrained by the Voyager 1 data [7,8]. We
define our Galactic proton spectra on the shapes of Casandjian [6] and CR data on Earth at
E > 100 GeV and extend downward to the Voyager 1 data points in in polynomial
regression of degree 6 or less with the variable set to the logarithm of kinetic energy,
log10(E[GeV]) for E < 400 GeV. For E > 400 GeV the electron spectrum is forced to follow
the HESS data [9] and the proton spectrum is constrained to power-law with index -2.7.
3.
Model spectra for local electron and proton CRs from WD outbursts
Terada et al. [10] found synchrotrom hard X-ray and concluded that electrons are accelerated in
a magnetic white dwarfs (WDs), AE Aquarii, to energies higher than ~10 GeV. Geng, Zhang, &
Huang [11] analyzed radiation from another magnetic WD, AR Scorpii, detected by Marsh et al.
[12] and predicted that the underlying electron spectrum has a broken PL shape. Oruru and
Meintjes [13] studied the broad-band spectrum of AE Aquarii taken with Suzaku, Chandra, and
Swift to find that the accelerated electrons reach ~100 GeV. Based on these results, we build a
model spectrum for the electron CR in the local bubble starting with a broken PL shape.
The local proton spectrum from WD outburstss was extracted from the -ray spectrum observed
at V407 Cygnii 2010 [14]. The spectral shape was predicted to be of single PL shape with
index=2.15+0.45-0.28 and cut off exponentially at 32+85-8 GeV. We chose the PL index to -2.2 and to
be cut-off at 150 GeV in the initial trial. This form is reshaped in a polynomial regression until
the heliopause data points are reproduced when summed with the Galactic proton spectrum.The
results are shown in fig 1. The black lines are the spectra deduced from -ray emissivity by
Casandjian [6]. The initial local CR spectra are reshaped so that the sum with the respective
Galactic components will reproduce the spectra at the heliopause as described below.
4.
Total CR spectra at the heliopause
The fitted sums of the Galactic and local CR spectral models are shown in fig 2 by lines marked
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1.
Introduction
The CR spectral shapes have been analyzed extensively in the literature in the past several
years. Most studies have focused on the positron-electron ratio measurements as summarized in
ref [1]. In this short presentaation we focus on the electron, proton and nuclear CR spectra at the
heliopause between the Voyager 1 energy and a few TeV and aim at separating the CRs from
historic WD outbursts (electrons from magnetic WDs and protons from novae) accumulated in
the local bubble. Our model differs from the prior works in the following points.
 Voelk and Berezhko [2] found a surplus in the low energy spectra. Tomassetti [3] fitted the
proton and helium spectra as a sum of sub-TeV and multi-TeV components. Neither
associated the low energy CRs with local WD outbursts accumulated in the local bubble.
 No prior work fitted the local proton and nuclear CR spectra with one common spectral
shape as done in this work.
 Our model identifies local WDs to be a major source of sub-TeV CRs, quantifies their
fluxes, and allows one to compare the CR fluxes from WDs in Galaxy regions.
We note that the WD accelerators detected in the hard X-ray and gamma-ray bands are not
within the local bubble. They are assumed, however, to represent magnetized WDs in the bubble
and historic novae occurred in the bubble over the CR trapping lifetime of 106 to 107 years [4,5].
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with “tot.” We note the absolute flux of the Galactic component is determined by fitting the
model spectra by polynomial curves of degree 6 or less to the Voyager-1 points and the high
energy points (E > 100 GeV). The Galactic proton spectrum is set to a power-law shape with
index -2.7 for E > 400 GeV. Our total proton CR spectrum shown in figure 2 resembles to that
of Casandjian [6] but differs for E < 10 GeV because we included the Voyager 1 data.
We note that the data points from Voyager-1 demand the local WD component to dominate over the
Galactic component below a few GeV. This is in agreement with the claims of the “excess” by Lee et al.
[15]. For E > 1 TeV), the spectral cut-off in the HESS data [9] dictates.

5.

Fig 2: Total, Gal, local CR spectra: elec (blue lines) and
proton (red lines). Solid with marks for total, dashed lines
for Galactic, dotted for elec local and dot-dsh for pr local.

Extension of our modeling to nuclear CR spectra at the heliopause

Since there is no information about nuclear CR spectrum produced in WD outbursts, we start
with a simple assumption that all local nuclear CRs have the same spectral shape as the proton
local CR. The polynomial fitting is repeated and the final model spectra are obtained as shown
in fig 3. They reproduce the data by Voyager-1 [8] and AMS02 [16] quite well. The PL index of
the nuclear Galactic CR spectra are tweaked to fit the data for E/nucleon > 400 GeV.
6.

GeV-hump in the diffuse Fermi-LAT gamma-ray spectra

Recent studies strongly suggest that WDs are contributing to the Galactic ridge hard X-ray
emission [17]. Motivated by these findings, we search the sign of the -rays produced the local
CRs from WD outbursts. The -rays from 0 generated in the CR-ISM interaction are known to
populate an energy range about one-tenth of the energy range per nucleon of proton and nuclear
CRs. So a hump-like spectrum is expected in the GeV range. After comparing the diffuse -ray
emissivity in the Galaxy [18], we found a hump in the inner Galaxy (R<1.5 kpc).
7.

Conclusions



The “hardening” in the nuclear CR spectra is due to roll-down of the local CRs from WD
outbursts accumulated in the local bubble at around 300 GeV/n. Domination of the harder
Galactic component (PL index ~2.51) above the energy mimics the spectral hardening.
Interaction of the CRs from WD outbursts with ISM produces a hump in -ray emissivity in
the GeV range. Such a hump is seen in the Fermi-LAT data from the inner Galaxy [18].
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Fig 1: Gal electron/proton spectra deduced from -ray
emissivity [6] (blk lines) and our fitted spectra for Gal/local
elec/proton CRs (blue for electron and red for proton).
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